


“The principle goal of education in the schools should 
be creating men and women who are capable of 
doing new things, not simply repeating what other 
generations have done; men and women who are 

creative, inventive and discoverers, who can be 
critical and verify, and not accept, everything 

they are offered.”
~ Jean Piaget

This book is dedicated to all the teachers 
who inspire their students by modeling 

what it is to be a continuous learner. 
Thank you for the hours you put into 

improving lives.

NOTE: This is the free sample version of this 
ebook. Therefore, only a sample of the lessons, 
apps, and materials are included. To purchase 
the book with the complete set  of lesson plans 

and materials, please visit http://the-round.com. 

http://the-round.com/
http://the-round.com/
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Introduction

Welcome Teacher!  
To benefit from this ebook you do not have to be a tech savvy teacher or have access 
to a lot of advanced technology. I am a former classroom teacher and now teacher 
trainer. I feel blessed to be able to help teachers worldwide implement technology in 
their classrooms. 

Recently, my travels took me to Slovenia and Croatia where I worked with individual 
classes and conducted lessons using the students‘ devices. In many of the places I 
visited I noticed that the teachers did not have access to a lot of technology. I often 
work with students in various situations and mobile devices have offered a way to get 
them to learn and create with technology even when we have had no Internet 
available. We allowed students to bring in the technology they owned. This policy, 
which is being adopted in many schools worldwide is called, Bring Your Own 
Technology (BYOT). I have worked with teachers worldwide to implement BYOT and 
we have been able to help students use their devices for learning. These devices often 
include mp3 players, laptops, digital cameras, and cellphones. With most cell phones, 
students can record audio, take pictures, write notes, or capture video. 

I hope this book will help answer many questions in your journey towards getting your 
students on board with mobile learning.  Some of these applications, resources, links, 
and tips may not be relevant to your environment. Please feel free to pick and choose 
what works for you and make adaptions according to your situation. In this ebook you 
will also find several clickable links to other authorities on mobile learning. 
I encourage you to please check out these resources.

If you have any questions or feedback on the lessons or the design of this ebook  
please feel free to contact me on Twitter, @ShellTerrell or Facebook.com/ShellyTerrell.

Enjoy the book!
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Navigating this Book
I love books. My father tells me when I was a child, he used to see the bathroom light 
on late at night. He knew it was me reading so he’d let me stay up till I finished. I still 
carry paperback books with me when I travel. It’s how I prefer to read fiction.

However, I feel differently about non-fiction books. When I was completing my Masters 
online, I used ebooks to learn. I found them difficult to read and navigate. The Table of 
Contents wouldn’t get me interested in the material. Instead, the continuous lines of text 
made me dread the road ahead. The various headings and sections were 
overwhelming. I would think about how much time I was going to have to spend reading 
so many pages. 

I wanted to design an ebook that would encourage readers to explore. I wanted the 
design to inspire readers to begin where they believe best meets their needs or wants. I 
wanted the design to get teachers quickly to the parts they need when planning or 
implementing a lesson. I wanted the design to support visually the way I think about a 
topic so that I would enjoy the writing process. This is the design I finally settled on. I 
hope this design helps you enjoy this ebook more. Implementing mobile learning is 
already tough, but I hope the design eases your journey. 

What is different? 

First, this book has no page numbers. Instead, you navigate the various sections by 
clicking on the circles at the bottom of the pages and within the pages. You can also 
simply scroll the document to get to the next page. Additionally, the Table of Contents 
doesn’t lead you down a set path. Instead, you get to decide where to begin by clicking 
on that topic. If you get lost, hit the TOC circle and you will be led to the beginning. 
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An App for That?
Lesson Description: 

• Students gather in groups or pairs and brainstorm problems they face and come 
up with solutions.

• Students invent an app that does something extraordinary to help humanity. For 
example, they might invent an app that teleports them to school. 

• Students create a 1 minute video that demonstrates their newly invented app’s 
abilities.

• Students present the app to their classmates.

Age Group: Adolescents to Adults

Duration: 

About 1hr 15 minutes; students create their videos during one class period and present 
during another class period

Objectives: 

Students will-
• problem-solve a real world issue in groups
• work collaboratively with peers to create a video
• plan a commercial through storyboarding
• produce a commercial with a mobile device
• edit a video on a mobile device

Before the Task: 

You should:
• put students into groups and give each member a specific task. See the Team Up 

Lesson. 
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An App for That Continued
• introduce students to the concept of apps, especially if the majority of your 

students do not have smartphones and are not familiar with apps. 
• Show students various apps via Youtube or from your own device. 
• Get them to share their favorite apps through the App Mingle Lesson.

Share the storyline: 

The KLM company specializes in creating apps that help make life easier for teens/kids/
adults/the community/pets/profession (doctors, etc.). Your team is responsible for 
creating a prototype of an app that solves a problem teens/kids/adults/the community/
pets/profession (doctors, etc.) face. For example, you might invent an app that solves 
the problem of bullying. You will show the KLM company’s board of directors a video 
commercial of this new app showcasing its skills. Air time is expensive so we must keep  
the time limit to 1 minute or less.

Brainstorming Session: 

• Task- students work in pairs/groups to brainstorm problems and find solutions
• Pair/group work- students fill-out a problems-solutions chart in which they list 

problems and possible solutions
• The groups choose which specific problem/solution they want to develop into an 

app
• The groups create a storyboard that shows how the app works 
• Tips: 
• Let groups know the procedure for uploading their videos to a central collection 

hub
• Use a timer to limit the time spent on brainstorming tasks. 
• Suggested time limits:

• 2 to 3 minutes for the problem-solution chart 
• 5 to 10 minutes for the storyboard
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An App for That Continued
Students create video commercials: 

• Allow the groups to go outside, in different empty classes, or in the hallways to 
create their video commercials

• Encourage them to think creatively and use props, drawings, apps to create their 
video commercials

After the Task:

• The group reporter presents the video and explains the name of the app and what 
problem the app solves

• The other students fill-out the presentation evaluations while viewing the apps and 
give the group an overall grade 

• Grade this project with a rubric 
• Have group members give each member a group grade

Tips for Success: 

• You should have decided the best method for students to upload their projects 
according to your technology options and classroom settings. 

• Groups should have printed handouts/materials and/or a flash drive with the 
handouts/materials needed before the task begins. 

• You should have the students’ parents’ signed Acceptable Use Policy forms.
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Let’s Go Viral!
Lesson Description: Students will watch a Youtube video on how to create a viral 
video (meme),  then will work in groups to create a viral video. 

Age Group: Teens to Adults

Duration: 2 class periods

Objectives: 
Students will-

• identify characteristics, actions, and objects in a video
• evaluate song lyrics
• work collaboratively with peers to create a video
• brainstorm with storyboard templates
• brainstorm as a class

Classroom Set-up for Every Group Having a Mobile Device: 
• In the first part of the lesson, students will watch a video with the class, then 

brainstorm.  
• During the next part of the lesson, students will work in groups of 4 and will need a 

place to work collaboratively
• Student groups will also need an area to record their videos. If possible, they 

should have access to areas outside of the classroom 

Materials/Hand-Outs/References: 
• Students will need a copy of Smash Mouth’s How to Make a Viral Video lyrics 
• Smash Mouth’s Video- http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZaA91V6TcTw 
• Groups will each need a copy of the Video Project Proposal- The Pitch http://

edtech.guhsd.net/video/pitch.pdf
• Groups will each need a copy of the Video Storyboard Template- https://sps-

newmedialiteracies.wikispaces.com/file/view/Multi-Media+StoryBoard
+Template.pdf 

• Reference- Useful video project hand-outs http://edtech.guhsd.net/video/
videoplan.html 
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Let’s Go Viral continued
Suggested Web Tools or Apps: 

• For sharing the Youtube video safely with your students try- NicerTube, ViewPure, 
SafeShare

• For editing/adding effects to their videos on an IOS device- Video Editor Free, 
Loopster, Magisto, QuoFx

•  For editing/adding effects to their videos on an Android device- VidTrim, Magisto, 
QuoFx

Vocabulary to pre-teach: 
• Viral, parody, meme

Detailed Lesson/ Stages: 
• Have students quickly jot down famous Youtube videos they have seen
• Tell students they will be watching a Youtube video with many memes referenced 

in images or through the lyrics and they will have to put a check next to any of the 
ones they jotted down that appear in the video or are referenced in the lyrics. They 
should also  write down other videos they didn’t list but recognize in the video.

• Play Smash Mouth’s How to Make a Viral Video Parody- http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=ZaA91V6TcTw 

• Give students the lyrics, let them review them and play the video again.
• Have students compare their lists with at least 2 peers. They can add any memes 

they see on their peers’ lists to their lists.
• Students return to their desks and view the lyrics.
• Host a class discussion- List items, actions, situations and characteristics that 

make a video go viral according to Smash Mouth. Have students add what 
characteristics and items they personally like or believe make a video go viral 

• Group students and tell them they have the mission of creating a viral video. Give 
them the video story pitch hand-out to fill out as a group. They should use the 
brainstorm list from the class discussion to inspire them. They should ensure their 
videos are appropriate and that none of them participate in dangerous activities. 
They will turn this in and receive approval for their projects from you.
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Let’s Go Viral continued

• Once they receive approval, the groups complete their video storyboards and turn 
them in to receive approval, https://sps-newmedialiteracies.wikispaces.com/file/
view/Multi-Media+StoryBoard+Template.pdf 

• Once their storyboards are approved, the students create their videos and turn 
them into the teacher who will view them before posting to a central site. 

Presentation:
• Host a viewing day and have learners vote for a video anonymously and see which 

group received the most views. 
• Another option is to have students track the progress of their viral videos. Post the 

videos on a Youtube/Vimeo channel. Have the groups keep charts and graphs that 
show the analytics- number of views for the day, which countries, etc. After a 
month, the groups share their findings and what they believe contributed to the 
outcome. They should discuss if their initial feelings on what makes a video go viral 
have changed.

Assessment: 
• Video Project Rubrics: http://www2.uwstout.edu/content/profdev/rubrics/

videorubric.html and 
• http://edtech.guhsd.net/video/vidrubric.pdf 
• Also, check out Kathy Schrock’s rubrics www.schrockguide.net/assessment-and-

rubrics.html

Tips for Success:
• Give them a time limit for their videos. The suggested time limit is 2 to 3 minutes.
• If you are worried about posting students’ identities, have them create claymation 

or stop motion films. They can also use puppets, toys, figurines, etc.
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Android Apps
Click on any of the circles to view free apps in that category.
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IOS Apps

IOS Apps

Click on any of the circles to view free apps in that category.
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Multi-platform Apps on IOS and Android 

These apps have free versions on both Android and IOS devices.
Click on any of the circles to view free apps in that category.

Multi-
platform 
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Brainstorming Apps-Android

Brainstorming is an important stage of any project. Brainstorming helps improve 
writing, organizes group ideas, inspires discussion and creativity, and provides a 
roadmap for projects. When brainstorming is combined with sketching, drawing, and 
graphic organizers it helps learners to organize their thoughts for better flow and 
organization. Moreover, learners can make connections to previous knowledge and 
expand on what they already know. Learners can use free mobile apps below to 
brainstorm on the go whenever they feel inspired.  

After telling learners about the topic or giving them instructions, then give them about 5 
minutes to brainstorm. If no Internet access is available, learners can brainstorm on a 
sheet of paper or printed graphic organizer. 

Idea Sketch IOS/Android Mindmapping App- Draw a diagram, mind map, concept 
map, or flow chart and convert it to a text outline and vice versa. Print with a PDF or 
download to Dropbox.

Linoit web/IOS/Android App- Online sticky note board. Include links, images, video, 
and audio as well as change the size and color of your fonts. Has various background 
options and other attractive options. It’s embeddable as well. More stable than Padlet.

Padlet web/IOS/Android- Online sticky note board with beautiful templates and 
backgrounds.  Include links, images, video, text (160 characters) and audio as well as 
change the size and color of your fonts. Has various background options and other 
attractive options. It’s embeddable as well. Drag and drop files. Print as pdf and offline.

Mindmeister Web/IOS/Android- Mindmapping with nodes, text, images. Also can 
work offline then it syncs to all your mindmaps and updates them.

Click on the name of the app to download it.
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Brainstorming Apps-IOS

Brainstorming is an important stage of any project. Brainstorming helps improve 
writing, organizes group ideas, inspires discussion and creativity, and provides a 
roadmap for projects. When brainstorming is combined with sketching, drawing, and 
graphic organizers it helps learners to organize their thoughts for better flow and 
organization. Moreover, learners can make connections to previous knowledge and 
expand on what they already know. Learners can use free mobile apps below to 
brainstorm on the go whenever they feel inspired.  

After telling learners about the topic or giving them instructions, then give them about 5 
to 10 minutes to brainstorm. If no Internet access is available, learners can brainstorm 
on a sheet of paper or a printed graphic organizer. 

Popplet web/IOS App- The browser base app provides collaborative mindmapping. 
Students can support text with images from Flickr or Youtube videos. They can upload 
their own. Embeddable. 

Idea Sketch IOS/Android Mindmapping App- Draw a diagram, mind map, concept 
map, or flow chart and convert it to a text outline and vice versa. Print with a PDF or 
download to Dropbox.

Linoit web/IOS/Android App- Online sticky note board. Include links, images, video, 
and audio as well as change the size and color of your fonts. Has various background 
options and other attractive options. It’s embeddable as well. More stable than Padlet.

Padlet web/IOS/Android- Online sticky note board with beautiful templates and 
backgrounds.  Include links, images, video, text (160 characters) and audio as well as 
change the size and color of your fonts. Has various background options and other 
attractive options. It’s embeddable as well. Drag and drop files. Print as pdf and offline.

Mindmeister Web/IOS/Android- Mindmapping with nodes, text, images. Also can 
work offline then it syncs to all your mindmaps and updates them.

Click on the name of the app to download it.
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Brainstorming Apps-IOS continued

IBrainstorm IOS app- Create sticky notes as well as free form drawing. Email the 
brainstorming session.

Inkflow IOS app- Sketch & write ideas then move them around and organize them.
PenUltimate- Draw & write on notebook paper on your iPad. The writing becomes 
searchable, stored, and categorized with Evernote that is compatible with all devices.

EduCreations iPad app- Interactive whiteboard and screen recording app. Ability to 
include images taken and from the web and narrate with audio. Creates a video that 
can be embedded. Students can record their brainstorming while creating their 
mindmaps.

Click on the name of the app to download it.
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Brainstorming Apps (Multi-platform)

Brainstorming is an important stage of any project. Brainstorming helps improve 
writing, organizes group ideas, inspires discussion and creativity, and provides a 
roadmap for projects. When brainstorming is combined with sketching, drawing, and 
graphic organizers it helps learners to organize their thoughts for better flow and 
organization. Moreover, learners can make connections to previous knowledge and 
expand on what they already know. Learners can use free mobile apps below to 
brainstorm on the go whenever they feel inspired.  

After telling learners about the topic or giving them instructions, then give them about 5 
minutes to brainstorm. If no Internet access is available, learners can brainstorm on a 
sheet of paper or printed graphic organizer. 

Idea Sketch IOS/Android Mindmapping App- Draw a diagram, mind map, concept 
map, or flow chart and convert it to a text outline and vice versa. Print with a PDF or 
download to Dropbox.

Linoit web/IOS/Android App- Online sticky note board. Include links, images, video, 
and audio as well as change the size and color of your fonts. Has various background 
options and other attractive options. It’s embeddable as well. More stable than Padlet.

Padlet web/IOS/Android- Online sticky note board with beautiful templates and 
backgrounds.  Include links, images, video, text (160 characters) and audio as well as 
change the size and color of your fonts. Has various background options and other 
attractive options. It’s embeddable as well. Drag and drop files. Print as pdf and offline.

Mindmeister Web/IOS/Android- Mindmapping with nodes, text, images. Also can 
work offline then it syncs to all your mindmaps and updates them.

Click on the name of the app to download it.
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How to Make a Viral Video by Smash Mouth Lyrics
Note: These lyrics may not be completely accurate.

who shared you first, who shared you
He's not breaking
and he demands grass
Welcome to the National Meme Institute, 
here at NMI we have the greatest minds in Science working around the clock to 
figure out how to go viral
so what have we learned through our research
here at NMI, it is memes we specialize in
charting data to see which are successful 
now if you're looking for a headpiece, that laughing gas don't quit 
and try to say
get a treadmill with a couple cats on it, 
with ok go better not fall off it
your tattoo is an epic fail
was supposed to be Jesus but its Christian Bale
if you want views
just add a goat, too
our goat is nominated for a Grammy 
and we're not gonna let you go
do not try the Harlem Shake alone
you're a meme now, going viral
using your hits to get paid
you're a meme now, going global
being posted all day
please let us out of this cage
we haven't reached our goal yet so for now you will stay
planking it's been done 
but no one's done it on top of a nun
use bad lip syncing with Barack Obama 
have him passionate about drugging iguanas
what we do works so let's all twerk
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How to Make a Viral Video Lyrics continued

oh, I can't breathe wearing all these shirts 
and if you're running low on caffeine just rip off
pork and beans
you're a meme now, going viral
using your hits to get paid
you're a meme now, going global
being posted all day
I can't feel my own legs
You can only talk when I say
Where was I?
Hello, we have got a problem
the results have been startled with
the memes have taken lives of their own
no, no, no, no
False
no, no, no, no
never gonna give you up, never gonna say goodbye
you're a meme now, going viral
using your hits to get paid
you're a meme now, going global
being posted all day
and in your mind you're gonna pay
you can't control the memes
that's not ok
cause we have been at all day
now say cheese, cheese
soul pancake, subscribe
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This is the end of the free sample 
version of this book. To purchase 

the book with the complete set  of 
lesson plans and materials, please 

visit http://the-round.com. 
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